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Outline 

● Semi-implicit leap-frog (SI-LP) method in NIMROD

● Plasma-Neutral model with Crank-Nicolson (CN) within SI-LP

● Application to tokamak core parameter 

● Nonlinear solver based on Newton’s iterative method

● Plasma-Neutral model with Strang-split within SI-LP

● Application to tokamak core parameter – revisited 

● Accuracy of the two time-advance methods

● Conclusion 
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Leap-Frog method allows independent solve for plasma fields.

● NIMROD uses leap-frog method for implicit time-centering which leads to 
independent solves for v, n, B, and T.

● Solving the fields separately requires smaller matrices which makes the algorithm 
computationally more practical. 

● Within each solve, Crank-Nicolson method is used for hyperbolic terms and parabolic 
terms are typically solved by backwards Euler method.

● A semi-implicit operator based on MHD waves is used to stabilize numerical solution 
for plasma velocity. 

● The overall temporal convergence rate is formally 2nd order.   
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Semi-discrete equations have V at integer and other fields at half-
integer time-levels.
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Schematic view of Semi-Implicit Leap-Frog (SI-LP) algorithm
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Plasma-Neutral model follows Crank-Nicolson within SI-LP. 

● A reactive plasma-neutral model describes the evolution of the species subject to 
ionization, recombination, and charge exchange. 

● Density, temperature, and velocity equations for plasma and neutrals are solved with 
time-centered atomic physics.

● The coupling between species is captured within each field solve. 

● Red terms represent the coupling between species which are nonzero for density and 
temperature fileds.

● Ain and Ani are neglected for velocity advance.
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Plasma-Neutral model governing equations (for reference)
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Schematic view of plasma-neutral model using SI-LP 
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Getting high accuracy requires small time step.

● We studied Saha equilibrium in a typical tokamak core condition. 

● Linear solver retains the formal 2nd order 
accuracy. 

● L2-norm error is considerable with relatively 
small time steps. 

● Can including the nonlinear terms reduce 
the error?

var ni nn ti tn vi vn

value 1.0e20 [m-3] 1.0e16 [m-3] 1241.7 [eV] 1.2417 [eV] 0 [km/s] 0 [km/s]
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Nonlinearities in atomic physics are included using JFNK method. 

● A Jacobian Free Newton Krylov (JFNK) method includes nonlinear terms to improve 
robustness for cases with highly nonlinear atomic physics (ionization specifically). 

● Newton iteration wraps around the Krylov solver to find the nonlinear corrections to 
the solution. 

● An approximate Jacobian is used in the preconditioner where the Jacobian of the 
nonlinear terms for atomic physics are dropped. 

● The action of the Jacobian is present in the Krylov solver where we have analytic 
Jacobian for the linear terms and a finite difference Jacobian for the nonlinear part of 
the atomic physics. 
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An outer loop is responsible for Newton’s iteration. 

● Considering the following equation:

● Discretizing using Crank-Nicolson method gives:

● Taylor series is used to expand function f :

● Newton iteration is used to find the root for equation above:
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Nontrivial terms can be pushed to F
N
.

● Simplifying the equation and rewriting it

● Red terms are usual NIMROD operators (Dot routine and RHS routine)

● Magenta term is the contributions not included in linear operator defined as:

● Blue term is the Jacobian which are calculated using a finite difference stencil:

● The convergence criteria is:

● JFNK method couples the velocity equations through FN.
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Alternatively: Strang-split method couples species with a local 
ODE solve. 

● Plasma-neutral model can be divided into fluid and EM evolution represented by 
PDEs and atomic physics terms which are governed by ODEs that are local in space. 

● v, n, T, and B fields are solved separately. 

● Coupling species through local ODEs, leads to smaller sparse matrices for PDE 
advance.

● A stiff ODE integrator is applied to atomic physics for half a time step, the PDE uses 
implicit centering for a full time step, and finally the ODE is advanced another half a 
time step. 

● The Strang split method is formally 2nd order accurate. 
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Schematic view of Strang-Split algorithm
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Strang-Split:
species are coupled through ODE solve.
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Discretization scheme comparison disentangles different sources 
of error. 

● JFNK method removes the error from nonlinear atomic physics.

● Strang-split method removes both the CN 
time-centering and nonlinear errors. 

● At large time-steps, CN error dominates.

● JFNK solution shows a change in dominant
error as time-step gets smaller. 

● BUT why Strang-split is showing 1st order 
convergence?  

var ni nn ti tn vi vn

value 1.0e20 [m-3] 1.0e16 [m-3] 1241.7 [eV] 1.2417 [eV] 0 [km/s] 0 [km/s]
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High nonlinearity in cross-sections results in a notable error due to 
leap-frog staggering. 

● In relatively low-temperature plasma (1-3 eV), 
small deviations in temperature changes atomic 
rates drastically.

● Within the fluid advance temperature in density 
coupling is zero.

 

● This term is nonzero with atomic physics and neglected in all schemes discussed. 

● In some parameter regimes neglecting the temperature in density coupling results in 
strange behavior and wrong steady state solution.
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Exploring different regimes
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Linear solver can perform better due to error cancellation.

● Linear:

– without nonlinear terms the plasma number density 
overshoots.

– this enhances dilution cooling which drops the ionization 
rate.

– reduced ionization limits overshoot in subsequent steps.

● Nonlinear: 

– early in time nonlinear solution has better accuracy. 

– separate solution accumulate the leap-frog error as 
discussed before.

● Time-split solution suffers from the same error. 

var ni nn ti tn vi vn

value 1.0e20 [m-3] 1.0e20 [m-3] 2.4834 [eV] 2.4834 [eV] 0 [km/s] 0 [km/s]

nonlinear-ionization regime
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Linear solver is faster when nonlinear physics is not important.

● In some regimes, solution error is dominated by 
time discretiztion error rather than nonlinear 
physics.

● Accuracy gain using nonlinear solver is 
computationally costly in these regimes.

● Linear solver can deliver better accuracy up to 1 
order of magnitude with the same cost.

var ni nn ti tn vi vn

value 1.0e19 [m-3] 1.0e19 [m-3] 1.2417 [eV] 0.025 [eV] 10 [km/s] 0 [km/s]

zpinch-acceleration-like regime
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Nonlinear solver can beat linear one even at large time-steps. 

● Nonlinearity can play a substantial role in the 
trade-off between cost and accuracy. 

● Few nonlinear iterations drop the error 
significantly to the point that nonlinear solver 
is cheaper than linear one. 

● The convergence plot hits a plateau by 
converging to the “exact” case. 

var ni nn ti tn vi vn

value 1.0e17 [m-3] 1.0e20 [m-3] 1.2417 [eV] 0.025 [eV] 0 [km/s] 0 [km/s]

tokamak-edge-like regime
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We can take the Strang-split method further to remove leap-frog 
error.
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ODE solve (all fields)
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Conclusion 

● Competition between three sources of error, namely leap-frog discretization, CN 
discretization and nonlinear physics, determines the accuracy of each algorithm. 

● Strang-split method has the benefit of solving nonlinear atomic physics locally, thus 
including nonlinearities, avoiding CN discretization error, and reducing the cost. 

● With large change in ionization rates, leap-frog error gets large. 

● Balancing cost and accuracy highly depends on the regime. 

● Linear solver can perform better in special regimes due to error cancellation. 

● A revised Strang-split method can couple all fields when solving the atomic physics.

● Presented work is limited because there is no spatial gradient in fields.  
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